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Maitreya’s Words
Are you ready to die for Humanity?
May1st

Love is when you want to give everything you have,
not a little part. To give love, you have to give it all,
and keep nothing, that’s the only way to give love.
All the love you have, you have to give it. If you
keep a little bit,there is no love. Are you ready to give
everything, including your life? Are you ready to give
your life for Elohim ?
Sometimes the media say ‘’wow, wonderful, a
woman jumped in front of the train to save a child
and she died but she saved a child’’. Everybody says
‘’wow, that’s beautiful’’. If you see a child who is in
danger and in front of a car are you ready to give your

life to save him ? If yes, that’s love.

Are you ready to give your life to save humanity ? Or you prefer to stay in your little comfort zone?
You may say ‘yes I want to save humanity but I want to save my little comfort.’
If you do that, you don’t do anything and humanity will disappear.
Sending our love to Elohim, being ready to give our life for Elohim, this is saving humanity and it is the only way to do
it. The problem of this planet is that everybody wants to stay in its little comfort and is not ready to do something big to save
humanity.
So that’s why we have to send our love, and say ‘Yes Elohim, we love you and we are ready to die for you’.
Let’s do it, let’s send our love!

Overpopulation
May 1st
We are living a very interesting time on earth now.
You all are affected by what is happening in Fukushima not only you in Japan, but people everywhere on the planet are
affected. They found out there is radioactivity in milk, in food, in America, in Europe, everywhere in the world thanks to
Fukushima.
Japan should be sending love everywhere but it’s sending radioactivity.
The Japanese government is criminal to have authorized a nuclear plant so close to the ocean without protection from a
tsunami. Yes, it was a criminal mistake, but we have to think deeper.
Why is that happening? It is because of the mistakes of a government, yes, but the poor government has 120 million
Japanese people to manage. Every body wants to have electricity, air conditioning, heater, television, and that requires a lot of
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energy.
So of course we need power plants, as we have almost 7 billion people on earth and everybody wants to have power,
electricity.
But when human beings want to make nuclear plant, they say : ‘’no nukes, it’s dangerous’’ and it’s true.
So sometimes they want to make coal plants, or gas ones, but everybody is saying : ‘’no it’s polluting the air’’. In some
countries like China they build big dams to create electricity with water, but everybody protests : ‘’no, it’s destroying nature’’.
So whatever we, people, try to do, other people protest against the plants, the power plants. Hydro plants made with dam
are very clean, but people don’t want it.
There is now a fashion about wind power but green people are against it because of the pollution of the view, pollution
because of the noise, they are against everything. These people should be back to candle, then they would really be in harmony
with what they say. All these green, ecology people should be back to candle with no TV, and no heater. But they are hypocrite,
they all have electricity. They all have heaters, they all have air conditioning they all use electricity to watch TV everyday. They
want electricity but they don’t want the power plant.
I’m sorry but you cannot have electricity without power plants.
It would be great to make it (click of fingers) like that. It’s not possible.
The problem is that we need too much electricity. Why?
Let’s go back to the Message.
We hare too many people on earth, there is over population.
With our actual technology, we should not be, on earth, right now, more than 3 billion people.
But we are almost 7 billion!
So that’s more than 2 times more.
With the future technology, we can be up to 7 billion people, but with today’s technology, we cannot. Because we don’t
know, right now, how to make clean energy for more than 3 billion people.
All the governments of the world, right now, are criminals, not because they create nuclear plants, but because they push
people to have more children. More children who want to have more electricity, more Fukushima.
Fukushima has happened because of over population.
If there was only 60 million Japanese people, 60 million people in Japan, there would be no need for Fukushima.
But they push, and the Japanese government right now is pushing Japanese families to have more children. That’s the real
crime! Not building Fukushima.
The real crime is to push people to have more children.
Every government in the world like Japan says : ‘’we need more Japanese children’’. France says : ‘’we need more French
children’’. And they give money to families to have more babies, and then they need more power plants. How do we make this
electricity, with oil ? Soon no more oil. Coal? Not renewable, soon no more coal. Nuclear power plant? We know what happened with Fukushima.
So the only intelligent policy of the world would be to say to everybody ‘’stop making children’’.
Like the message says, one child per person, then humanity will start to be less and less populated and science will help to
make more power, clean energy, renewable energy, and no nuclear plant.
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All the world condemns Fukushima, but the real crime is not making nuclear plant, the real crime is to have pushed for
many years people to have more children.
And these children grow up and want to have electricity without gas, without coal, without oil and without nuclear energy.
How? We don’t know.
So the only responsible policy would be to say to every human being, like the Message of the Elohim said in 1973 : have
less children.
If humanity survives, -we are not sure it will survive, maybe millions of people will die because of these mistakes, and the
future humanity, if we survive, will judge us, will judge these people living now and will say : ‘’how stupid they were’’.
They pollute the whole planet with nuclear radiation, they are responsible for the death and suffering from cancer of millions of people just because they wanted to have more babies, not thinking about the future, not thinking about the safety of
future generations.
Let’s have more babies, so we have more people in Japan, more people in France. China was the leader in the policy of limiting humanity’s size before, with this beautiful policy of one child only per family. That was beautiful, but they stopped this policy.
Now Chinese families will have the right to have 2, 3 children.
As a result, according to experts, soon very quickly, there will be 400 million more Chinese. Very quickly in a few years.
And these people, what will they need ? Electricity, more power plants, more burning gas, or oil, or coal which will be finished soon, so more Fukushima and more problems.
The United Nations should not be attacking Libya, or attacking Syria, or checking for nuclear bombs in North Korea. The
United Nations should force every country on earth to limit births to one child per family or per person, everywhere in the world.
Remember, when you make babies, you are making a crime against humanity.
We are at a level where there is too many people on earth.
The oceans are polluted, the rivers are polluted, the air is polluted because there are too many children. So we have arrived
to this kind of funny situation where giving life is giving death. Every time you give birth to a baby you create more death in the
future because they will need power.
The wise decision is to limit the population.
People want to love a child, it’s beautiful. But one can transfer this love; instead of loving ‘my children’, ‘my baby’, which
is very selfish, one can love other people, humanity; if you start to consider humanity as your child, we don’t need this narcissist
experience which is to have a baby with the same face as us.
Narcissist, ‘I love myself so much I want to have a baby looking like me’, that’s very stupid. It’s better to love other people,
better to love other children, and then we won’t have too many people on earth.
What will happen, if we continue to do that? We will just disappear. The Earth itself will not disappear. I see sometimes
people say : ‘’save the Earth’’. This is very stupid. If there is no more human beings, the earth will be perfectly fine. It’s not ‘’save
the Earth’’ that we should say but ‘’save humanity’’. The Earth doesn’t need us, we need the Earth. And that’s why we must limit
our number.
So remember, Fukushima, is the result of overpopulation.
The real crime was not to make Fukushima or Hiroshima, but all these problems, the wars, the power plants, every problem
we have is because we have too many people on Earth.
And in 1973, 38 years ago, we already received the Message saying ‘’Stop making children’’ and everything happening on
earth now, brings us back to the Message.
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Everything is connected and Nothing is constant
May 1st
Everything is connected in the universe.
What we do affects everything in the universe because the universe
is one.
So every mistake we do on Earth affects the universe, and every
mistake happening in the universe affects us.
Very recently, just a few weeks ago, scientists discovered that the sun
has very big solar eruptions, solar flares, like a volcano on the sun, and
that’s creating something very strange.
All the scientists on Earth were laughing when 38 years ago, I was explaining the Message, saying that nothing in the universe is constant. For example, the speed of light for scientists on Earth, it is the same everywhere and forever. It’s not true, and
more and more scientists discover it. It was in the Message.
And you all know about scientists using carbon 14 for dating fossils. They use the carbon decay to date things, assuming
that the nuclear decay of radiation of any particle is constant in time, that’s what they say.
So when they find something in the ground which is very old, they check the amount of carbon 14 inside and they can say
how old it is. That is of course based on the fact that this decay is constant in the universe, but the big surprise of these scientists,
since the solar flares, the solar eruptions that happened a few weeks ago, was that the carbon 14 decay changed speed. It’s much
faster now. They say that some particles coming from the sun called neutrinos were detected, affecting carbon 14 decay, on the
other side of the Earth. In other words, the neutrinos went through the Earth, and the scientists discover that it affected matter
on the other side of the Earth.
It means the neutrinos can go through the Earth, and affect the matter on the other side.
Scientists, human scientists, say that is not possible. But it’s happening.
It’s happening and every scientists recognize ‘’ something impossible is happening’’ and proves also that nothing is constant
in the universe.
It was written in 1973 in the Message.
So we have now another clear proof that the Message gave us a huge knowledge 38 years ago!
Scientists laughed then, but they are not laughing anymore, we are laughing.
Everything affects everything in the universe.
Every thing you do, everything you think, everything you say, affects everything in the universe.
Solar flares happening on the sun affects the Earth, affects our life affects our cells. Fukushima affects the sun.
Everything happening on Earth affects the sun, and the stars, and the universe.
And if we create something wrong, the universe reacts.
I will not say more today, but one day we will understand every mistake we do, we have something coming back.
There is only one way out, welcoming the Elohim and asking them to clean our ‘shit’.
Because right now, you have thousands of scientists trying to clean the ‘shit’ in Fukushima and they cannot. They cannot
before 3 months, they cannot before 6 months, they say they will start after 9 months, but in Chernobyl, 25 years after it is still
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not clean. They don’t know how to do it, and some scientists say : ‘’it will be cleaned in 2060’’. They don’t know.
Another scientist said this week ‘’it will be cleaned after 20000 years’’. They don’t know, they just have no clue. The only way
to solve the problem is to build the embassy and to welcome the Elohim.
If we do that, they will fix it in a few seconds.
Do we prefer to die?
That’s something wonderful happening, everything happening is happening for a purpose.

Humanity will have to learn a lesson of humility.
May 1st
Because human beings are so much lacking humility, they believe they are the center of the universe, they believe they are
the most intelligent of the universe, they believe the universe belongs to them.
A little power plant problem, they cannot fix it.
Masters of the universe! A little humility please. We are dust.
Like the message says we are little parasites on the Earth. Why is it that no government is seriously helping us to build the
embassy now? Lack of humility.
We don’t need extraterrestrials, we are so intelligent, we are so powerful, little Fukushima (poo) little shit, little cat shit happening, and we cannot clean it.
Masters of the universe!?
So everything happening is happening for a purpose, it’s a little lesson of humility. Is the earthquake connected with sun
eruptions? Maybe.
A Tsunami, it’s just water, what are the masters of the universe doing?
30 000 people were killed. And tomorrow another tsunami can happen, the all mighty human brains can do nothing. They
will have to learn humility.
We cannot stop earthquakes, now. We cannot stop tsunami, we cannot clean nuclear problems but all the governments
thinks ‘’yes we can’’. No you cannot, wake up! You are powerless! Have a little humility!
We need them to realize that we are part of an infinite universe, and that everything happening is connected with other
things, that everything we do influences the universe.
And when we do bad things, the universe reacts.
We build power plants close to the ocean, a little earthquake happens.
Like a dog trying to remove the flees from its back. Maybe we disturbed the Earth a little bit so the Earth is shaking a little
bit? It is possible.
Remember everything is connected, and what happens to us, we deserve it because we are stupid.
If humanity starts to say ‘’we are stupid, let’s be a little bit more humble’’, let’s first of all stop to have so many babies, then
use the Earth resources in a responsible way, stop making few people rich while everybody else is starving to death, stop making
wars. There are so many things to change. But for that we need to learn humility, and that’s the best lesson of all which is happening now.
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And the best is in the Message. The best action of humility is to recognize the Elohim, and stop thinking we are the leaders
of the universe, accepting that some intelligence are higher than us, and welcoming them with humility and love and thankfulness, and then they will help us.
It is very simple. That’s what we have to do, and that’s what you all the Raelians with me, are helping me to do.

The Elohim could come and save only the Raelians
April 24th
Why do you take the car every Sunday and go in a place to be together? We could make the contact home. We don’t have
to go, but it’s a good feeling, a very good feeling.
It is very important to really go together, and to really express our love together. Because when we do that we become stronger. If we stay separated in our bedroom, yes we can have contact with Elohim but when we go and do it together, we become
stronger, we receive and give more love and we need love, and we give more love.
That’s why we need to be together at least once a week.
There is no need to go, but if you have pleasure, if it makes you happy and if it makes you stronger, it’s better to come every
Sunday. Because on this planet we are the Elohim team. Without us the Message is dead. We are the ambassadors - all of you
not only me- of Elohim and this planet, more than ever, needs the Message of Elohim.
We are getting closer and closer to terrible times. More and more wars, more and more problems like Fukushima and slowly
the world will be upside down. Many more problems are coming and the world will be completely changed and that’s when,
suddenly, the Message of Elohim will be really welcomed by everybody.
Because suddenly the whole humanity will realize that the only hope for humanity is the Message of Elohim, to make the
Embassy and welcome them. They are watching us and if we give them the opportunity to come in the embassy, then they will
help us.
Men will need 50 years to fix the Fukushima problem; 50 years! In Tchernobyl, they are still working to clean it, it is not
clean yet. They say it will be cleaned in 2063! Such a long time and it happened 25 years ago! Fukushima just happened, it will
take 50 years, maybe more to clean. That’s a long time.
But if we welcome the Elohim, in one minute it will be done. That’s the huge infinite power of Elohim, not one minute,
just a few seconds.
But do we want to welcome them?
We have more and more big problems on earth that will suddenly make people realize that if humanity wants to survive, we
need their help. We need to welcome them for that,
So do we want to welcome them ? The Raelians, yes. The other people now are not ready, they need more Fukushima, more
wars, more drama, more suffering, and slowly they will realize that the only way out is to welcome the Elohim. This is very sad.
Fukushima and suffering and wars, that’s very sad but it makes us happy because it brings us closer to all the planet wishing
to welcome Elohim. And that’s beautiful.
Every time a new problem happens, and more and more problems will happen, we the Raelians are very sad for the suffering
of people, but inside we are laughing and happy, because we know every step is bringing us closer to their coming.
Every bad step taken by humanity, every war, every genocide, every killing of many people every Fukushima brings us closer
to the time when all humanity will say ‘’please let’s make the embassy to welcome Elohim, only them can save us’’.
Because that’s the truth now, only Elohim can save humanity, without their help we are doomed, we are finished.
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It’s already the case, all the oceans are poisoned, all the air becomes dangerous, everywhere in the world they are polluting
and destroying the creation of Elohim, we have to be careful about every food we eat because there are poisons inside, we have to
be very careful about everything we drink, because they put poison inside, so this beautiful planet where we can have a beautiful
life, is becoming like hell.
Not because of Elohim, because of us, because of the human beings, making hundreds of nuclear plants, putting poison in
the ocean, in the air, everywhere and now it’s too late, it’s almost impossible to clean it, the only people who can help us are the
Elohim.
We know it, other people don’t know yet. They still believe the stupid government saying ‘’everything is ok, don’t worry’’
but slowly they will realize that the governments are liars, that governments are rotten, that governments are criminals, and then
they will realize and they will say ‘’what can we do, how can we survive?’’.
Nothing! Too late.
So who can help? ‘’Ah there was a Prophet with a Message, he said that Elohim can help’’.
Then they will go back to the Message and then they will say ‘’let’s welcome the Elohim’’ and that’s the beautiful end of the
story.
And if they don’t do that, -it’s possible they don’t do that-, then Elohim will not come, the embassy will not be made, but
Elohim will come in secret to save the Raelians, not the planet because they cannot save humanity if humanity don’t want them,
but every Raelian, will be called to a special place, like today, and then they will send a big UFO, and together, we will go inside.
Are you ready, ready to go? With no baggage, no money, no gold, nothing?
And we go with Elohim.
That’s the bad possibility because we want to save everybody, that’s why we spread the Message, because we don’t want only
the Raelians to be saved, that’s not love, that’s selfish.
Like the Jewish people say ‘’we are the saved ones, other people not our problem’’. No.
That’s a betrayal of the Elohim Message. The Elohim Message says that we need to try to save every human being.
We try and if we don’ succeed, they will save only the Raelians.
But we are living the most interesting time of the history of humanity. It is so exciting.
We watch the television, we watch the news, and everything is happening at the same time, 2025 is very soon, 2030 very
soon now, so we are lucky, very lucky.
So let’s try to save everybody.
We try. Do you want to help me ?

The Most Beautiful Part of the Message of
the Elohim is About Infinity
A few words about our beloved creators the Elohim.
We love the Elohim, do you love the Elohim ? Do you
want to welcome them ?
Before welcoming the Elohim in the embassy, we must
welcome them in our mind, in our hearts everyday.
Welcoming the Elohim in the embassy will be the cherry
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on the cake, at the end, but it’s not enough.
We must welcome the Elohim every morning when we wake up on the earth.
We shouldn’t be thinking that we will welcome them only when the embassy is built. Every morning, welcome the Elohim., every minute of your life. Right now. Welcome the Elohim inside you right now, their energy, their love, their teachings,
we must welcome them every second of our lives, and then we are not waiting for the joy of waiting to welcome the Elohim in
the embassy the Elohim., but every minute, every second.
And we also must realize that the most beautiful part of the Message of the Elohim is about infinity.
Infinity, feeling that we are part of infinity.
Let’s go a little bit further. Infinity is infinite. That means that if I show a direction with my finger, this direction has no
limit.
More and more scientists of this planet, the primitive scientists, realize that the universe has no size because it’s infinite.
Infinity, we are infinity,.
In the infinitely small, the smallest particle doesn’t exist, there is always smaller, and smaller and smaller and it is the same
in the infinitely large also.
We are infinity.
And also, if there is infinity, there is an infinite number of planets like the earth. Some stupid scientists say ‘’is there other
planets where there can be life like on earth’’ ?
Not one, not a thousand, not one million, there is an infinite number of planets like earth.
And it is true for ourselves as well.
There is an infinite number of planets like Earth, with an infinite number of humanities like our humanity, and an infinite
number of planets with humanities different from our humanity.
There is also an infinite number of people exactly like us, that means an infinite number of people with exactly your face.
An infinite number of Hany, an infinite number of Toni, with the same faces, same personalities and same experiences and
an infinite number of Maitreya with the same speech at the same time with the same people.
That’s infinity.
There is an infinite number of Elohim creating life in an infinite universe, and when we reach a certain level of knowledge
and wisdom, and we will one day become ourselves Elohim, then we will be part of a kind of internet of network of the infinite
Elohim civilizations.
We are in the process, we poor human beings, of the Elohimization of this planet.
So when you feel lonely, think that in the universe there is an infinite number of people exactly like you. You are not alone,
and when you feel it, you feel the power of infinity, you are infinity. But when you don’t feel it, you feel separated, alienated.
When you feel the infinity, then you become one, with all.
When you feel the infinity, happiness comes automatically , and you cannot stop an infinite laughing.
Have a beautiful day.
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Time to get rid of the word ‘WAR’
Many media reported this week the failure of the ‘war on drugs’
Maitreya commented:
It’s time to get rid of the word “war” used for any subjects.
Just as “war”on drug is worthless and damaging for the society, so is “war” on terrorism, and others.
Peaceful, scientific, and non-violent approaches to any problem Humanity faces is the only solution.
Any kind of “war” which includes automatically violence and criminalization, creates more problems. Society will soon realize that the same applies to the “war “ on terrorism that is also worthless and creating much more problems.
Addressing the causes of individual dissatisfaction or injustices pushing peoples to use drugs, or collective dissatisfaction
pushing societies to use “terrorism” is the only solution.
In the same way that all the criminal nations who fight “war “on drugs create more criminality and desperate people,
these same nations, mainly USA , western Europe and Israel who fight”wars” on terrorism, create more terrorism. And they also
become terrorists themselves, but a much more dangerous form of terrorism which is state terrorism.The recent state assassination
of Osama Bin Laden creates a dangerous precedent of aggression on a foreign state territory. How would the American people
feel if a dissident of a foreign country was militarily executed inside America ?
It’s what will happen if this criminal politic continues. Violence solves nothing and perpetuates and ‘banalizes’ it. Humanity has only one way to survive: adopting a radical and global non-violence. And that starts by stopping to use the word “war”
for everything. War is when two nations with 2 different armies are fighting each other. Period. All the rest is media shit and
government manipulation conditioning people to accept and promote violence, giving them the illusion that they need their
goverments and politicians to protect them.
If fear disappears and if non violence prevails, then no government, politicians, laws, money or media are needed and the
world can become a beautiful anarchist society of collaboration, sharing, compassion and love, like in all ants and honey bees
societies where there are no rules, no laws, no money, no police or politicians and where everybody works for the good of all.

Should Raelians Vote and when?
There is a poll organized in Italy this week where people are invited to vote to say if Italy should keep its nuclear plants program or
not. The Italian National Guide Marco asked Maitreya whether it is OK to go for such a vote or not.
Here is Maitreya’s answer:
The Messages are very clear that we shouldn’t vote, but only when the vote is about electing those who govern us, all corrupted politicians who do not offer any garantee of intelligence.
But a popular referendum is different as it is asking a social question that concerns the future of Humanity. Also considering the urgency to protect Humanity, one should consider it as an exception and vote against the current nuclear power plants.
The question asked in this Italian referendum is badly formulated. It is possible to do non-dangerous nuclear plants but the
ones built with the current technology are dangerous, all but the new model ones now built by the Chinese that don’t seem to be
part of the referendum. So one must absolutely vote in this case against the nuclear power plants since they don’t offer options
of the safe ones in the referendum.
As a general rule, we should vote at all referendums that are about social questions and choices for the future and that have
nothing to do with electing politicians or keeping them in power.
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News and Views
Rael awards title of Honorary Guide for Humanity to Dr
Amar Bose
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology announced Friday that Dr Amara Bose, the 81-year-old founder of the sound system company that bears his
name, has donated the majority of Bose Corp.’s stock to the school.
Following this announcement, Rael, leader of the Raelian Movement, decided to give him the title of Honorary Guide for Humanity for his decision to
help science and education instead of letting his own children inherit his wealth.
According to MIT, the donation is in the form of non-voting shares, and the school will not participate in the management
or governance of the company, but it will receive annual cash dividends on its shares when Bose pays them out.
The title of Honorary Guide for Humanity has been given to about 50 individuals who place their love for others, for justice
and for Humanity above their comfort, their career and their life.
In a recent address Rael talked about the overpopulation that Humanity faces and that is the ultimate cause behind all the
current crises. He said : “Every time a baby is born, there is more death to expect in the future because they will need power and
hence more Fukushima. The wise decision is to limit the population. Of course people want to love a child, it’s beautiful. But if
we transfer this love for our own child, which is very selfish, to loving other people, to loving humanity, if we start considering
humanity as our child, we don’t need this narcissist experience which is to have a baby with the same face as us.”
Bose’s gift to MIT is of the same vein, it is a gift to Humanity, to those who will benefit from MIT education and who will
hopefully remember Bose’s gesture and pay it forward.

Rael awards Title of Honorary Guide of Humanity
to Mordechai Vanunu
Rael has awarded Mordechai Vanunu the title of Honorary Guide
of Humanity for his 25 year long struggle for a nuclear free Middle East.
Risking his life for peace, Mr. Vanunu is the Israeli nuclear technician who leaked the Israel nuclear plans to a British media in 1986, thus
exposing Israel’s nuclear secret to the entire world. The Israeli government
drugged, kidnapped, convicted and sent him to prison. He spent most
of his 18 years in solitary confinement - for endeavoring toward a nonnuclear world.
As he is deeply convicted to peace, Mr. Vanunu has been trying for
years to cancel his Israeli citizenship because he does not wish to be counted as one of a country who possess nuclear technology for destructive purposes. Recently, however, Israel passed a law authorizing
the revocation of Israeli citizenship for those convicted of espionage and treason so he has written once again with his demand so
he has once again appealed to the Israeli government for revocation of his citizenship.
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The Raelian Planet
French Raelian leader’s poignant victory
15 days into his hunger strike, French government admits his access to a nuclear plant was denied because of his religion
Fifteen days into his protest hunger strike in Metz, France, Kimbangu Piffer,
leader of the Raelians in France, has finally received an explanation from the French
government as to why he could no longer access the nuclear plant at Cattenom in
2006 following a full decade of access.
A government representative in his town met with Piffer on May 5th and told
him the reason he was refused access was linked to his religious beliefs. Piffer was
also given access to the file pertaining to this matter.
In 2006, he received a note from the French government authority stating
that he couldn’t enter the plant. No explanation was given at the time, so Piffer sent
numerous queries to French authorities asking the reason for the sudden change.
In July 2010, Piffer was once again given access to the plant, but still had received no explanation of the denied access during the
interim. In fact, until now, he had received no response whatsoever.
According to the file given to Piffer this week, “The decision [canceling access to Cattenom] was taken because Piffer was
known by the security services as an important leader in the Raelian Church and close to guru Rael.” The file also states that,
“These elements are an indication of vulnerability, defined as a fragility that lowers the guaranties of a person regarding protection
against intelligence and malevolence as they could bring pressure of diverse kinds.”
“Thanks to Piffer’s determination, we now have written evidence that the French Government acts with discrimination
against members of the Raelian Movement. “They gave him back his access after La Halde, a French human rights organization,
advised the French authorities that their decision violated Articles 9 and 14 of the European Convention for Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedom, and that it was also against the principle of freedom of conscience. The government tried to bury the matter by refusing to answer Kimbangu’s queries, but his determination was stronger than their cowardice. Now, thanks to the file’s
explicit confirmation of religious discrimination, we will sue the French government at the European Court of Human Rights.
This is an important victory for the French Raelians. Over the last 20 years they have suffered from repeated acts of discrimination
that forced many of them to leave the country. This acknowledgment from the French Government that it acted against basic
human rights might open the door to fairer treatment in the future. It is a first step that the French Raelians will celebrate, and
the French government can count on the fact that their leader will remind them about human rights whenever that reminder
is needed. If there is someone ‘with vulnerability,’ it is clearly the
French government; its policy against minorities is so out of synch
with its both own constitution and that of Europe, that it surely
cannot continue its discriminatory acts.”

Grass Circle in Switzerland
Chris’ garden in Miege, Valais, was ready for meditation on
that Sunday...
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Raëliens on the ‘croisette’
For the last 7 years, the Raelians have been present on the Croisette, the famous Cannes waterfront, during the Cannes Film festival, not very far from the
official competitions. This year, the Raelians presented live human art works,
created by body artists and stylists. They were there to find a producer to make
Rael’s book, The Message Given By Extraterrestrials, into a movie. The Raelian
group gathered around artists wearing the colors of Avatar, of gold who took
turn walking into a giant, inflatable, transparent balloon.
One of the women participating recalls: “we had a marvelous day, I am
not big on sequin and glitter events but I fully enjoyed these 3 hours on the
Croisette. Everything was there: beautiful young women and 2 handsome Raelian young men with their bodies painted, people were playing the guitar and
singing and most of all there was laughter and plenty of smiles… It was just
wonderful.
Raelian Guides were present and together we emitted extraordinary love
power through our ‘joie de vivre’, and of course, we did not go unnoticed!” It
is true that in a world of pretending, the regular Festival attendees cannot be
indifferent to little bubbles of love, laughter and joy on their path. Some even
wait for the Raelians to make their yearly appearance like the owners of the
Brasserie on a private beach nearby who always open their doors for the Raelians
to prepare for their artistic show. They confide: “We wait for you each year, and
we like to welcome you. Our clients appreciate and take much interest in the
art work you wear on your bodies.”
The curtain has now fallen upon the Cannes Festival. The lights are now
turned off.
But, for the Raelians, moved by their wish to share this message of Love,
the lights are forever shining.
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North America
New Guides
Shizue Kaneko, leader of the Angel order, was named level 5 on Jan 11
During the last North America happiness Academy, three new Trainee Guides have
been nominated:
- Fabrice Piche (Canada)
- Nadia Salois (Canada)
- Gabriel V Ramos (Mexico)

US, Protest in Front of the French Embassy and consulates
The US Raelian team has been organizing protests this week in front of the French embassy in Washington DC and French
consulates in New York City, Chicago and Boston supporting the leader of the Raelian Movement in France who is doing a
hunger strike protesting discrimination against religious minorities in France.
Here is what Upendra, Guide, tells us after protesting in front of the French embassy in Washington DC today:
I went to the French embassy around 11:30am with my poster, and stood right in front of the gate for a while. People were
coming in and going out, reading my poster. The guard then showed up and asked me what I was trying to do. I told him that I
was protesting for a humanitarian cause and wanted to hand a letter to the ambassador. He said that the only way I could send a
letter was through mail, or make an appointment to meet the ambassador. I told him, in that case, I would like to make an appointment. He said that I should call the front office. I asked him for the phone number, and he said that he is not allowed to give
me the number. I said, well no problem, I have a smart phone so I can get the number myself. He then said that I was standing
in French property, so I should move to the closest bus station, which was public property, or else the secret service would come
to get me out! I said I OK, but only backed away two steps. The guard left.
Hmm...it seemed like I was going to be protesting without being able to deliver the letter...not exactly how I wanted it to
be. I wasn’t quite sure what to do. So, I called the front office as I stood there with the poster. I told the staff over the phone the
story of our brother Kimbangu Piffer, and all I wanted to do was deliver a letter to the ambassador. She said that the only way
to send the letter was via mail. I said OK and hung up. I stood there again with the poster, not knowing what to do. I called the
front desk again, and told the staff that I wanted to make an appointment this afternoon with the ambassador. She said that I
would have to fax an application, and it wouldn’t be possible for me to get one anytime soon. I said OK, thank you, and hung up.
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Again, I stood there not knowing what to do. I called her again and said - “Listen, this is a serious humanitarian issue. Someone’s
life is at stake. All I am saying is that this letter be delivered to the ambassador.” She said that she could not help me, and hung
up. Hmmm...well, I just stood there with the poster....
Then a woman with a baby in a stroller came towards the gate. She wanted to get in the embassy but the door was so heavy
she could not push it. So I decided to help her, and pushed the gate for her...oh, oh...now this really got me into the ‘French’
property. The woman was grateful, but this really annoyed the guard. He thought I was trying to get in. I told the guard everything was OK, and I was only trying to help the woman with the baby.
I stepped back from the gate and stood there with the poster. A few minutes later, an officer from the embassy showed up
and approached me. She said that I could not stand in their property, and had to go across the street. I told that I would do so,
but asked her why they were turning a blind eye to my protest. She
asked me what this protest was about, and wrote down everything
that was written on my poster. She also asked about the Raelians.
I gave her the whole story. When I asked her if I could hand the
letter to the ambassador, she said he is too busy and that I would
have to mail the letter. Enough was enough. I told her “If your
ambassador is too busy when someone’s life is at stake, what does
that say about your ambassador, and your government?” Finally,
without hesitation, she said that she would hand the letter to the
ambassador. I handed her the letter, and thanked her.
I made my way home, feeling quite happy ! =) My love goes
to our brother Kimbangu, and our beloved Maitreya for the wonderful opportunity to be a part of a Movement that is overflowing
with love and consciousness.
Upendra Singh, Washington, DC

Mexico
April 24, 2011, Vicente Castillo (Raelian) spoke with the mayor of Puebla-Mexico Tlaltenango who lent us a place to diffuse the messages.
Beny Reyes, Vicente Castillo, Cynthia Reyes, Juan Aguilar and myself arrived at 3 pm. With enthusiasm we progressively
worked our scenario for the diffusion. A few days before, Vincent had distributed 100 posters in different places in order to invite
the community to our conference. Even though we knew it was a christian day of celebration, 60 people attended the conference.
Some left the premises after hearing ‘god does not exist’. The ones who stayed were friendly and asked questions about the lack
of love and fraternity in the world. Others asked themselves : ‘So now, to
whom can we ask for help?’.
It was astonishing to see the people’s faces when we told them to be
happy every second of their life. Despite all the negativity in the world,
the messages are a glimmer of hope and love! Our mission is to seek people who have lost hope for life and re-establish the feeling of being alive.
We invited them to download the books and to come to our seminars.
One person asked very interesting questions and always agreed with
us. At the end, he asked for more information, downloaded the books
and will stay in contact with us. It was a fantastic day, knowing that the
people saw a bit of our beloved Elohim in us.
With love, Ma Carmen, National Guide
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Canada, no to vote
There is no more need for governments when the future
of humanity is found in cooperation as Maitreya explained in
a teaching coming from Japan a few months ago. That is the
message that a group of approximately 50 Raelians decided to
spread in the streets of Montreal and in front of voting stations
during the Canadian Federal elections on May 2. Governments mistreat their people, lie to them with the complicity of
the media. It is time, more than ever, to invite people to refuse
to vote and to promote cooperation, that way our world will
be more beautiful!

Israel

Sharon Haziza who was made trainee guide L4 during the
Las Vegas seminar last year, was empowered in isRael on the 1st
sunday of April.

Kama
Dr Dodo’s appeal to African diaspora
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ndotupGjWy8
Please support this action.

A French Raelian was murdered in the Ivory Coast,
probably on orders from the French military for having
said that the French military had no business being in
the Ivory Coast on Ivory TV
Philippe Remond, a professor at the Institut National Polytechnique Felix Houphouet Boigny in Yamoussoukro, Ivory Coast, was found murdered in
his hotel room in Yamoussoukro the day after Alassane Ouattara’s forces took
control of the country.
Philippe Remond was one of those French nationals who regularly denounced French interference in Ivory Coast issues as the following video
shows http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FAmMBPEgJNo
When he became a Raelian, he also actively conveyed Rael’s ideas con16
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cerning the African continent,” Boisselier added. “On an Ivory Coast TV channel as well as in his preceding press releases, he
openly condemned the French intervention of siding with Ouatarra
“the members of the Raelian Movement in Ivory Coast have no doubt that Remond was assassinated on orders from Paris”.
“Guide Zadou Azael was molested, assaulted, humiliated and threatened with death, then robbed of his money and his car,
which were stolen by the armed, republican forces of President Ouatarra,” she said. “And it should be noted that Zadou Azael
belongs to the Bete ethnic group, the same ethnic group that former President Gbagbo belonged to. Was he threatened because
of his ethnicity or because of his political and religious beliefs?”
For decades, African Raelians have been advocating a peaceful solution for conflicts on the continent.
“We’re calling for the abolition of colonial borders and restoration of the borders used by ancient kingdoms, which was land
division based on ethnic groups,” she explained. “The return to those pre-colonial divisions will help restore the harmonious,
interethnic relations that prevailed in Africa before Western countries imposed their new, arbitrary borders. This restoration [of
original boundaries] could be achieved through the establishment of the United Kingdoms of Kama
“Philippe Remond has paid dearly for daringly proposing and defending these generous and conscious solutions that displease the settlers. In view of his assassination and the aggression suffered by the doyen of Ivory Coast Raelians, and considering
the way French Raelians are mistreated in France, we are genuinely concerned for the lives of Raelians in Ivory Coast. We therefore call for an end to military and paramilitary French Army operations in that country!”

Seminars In Central Kama
Seminars as never lived before!
To realize the task is still huge, that the life I live still has not reached its full potential in the fulfillment of our mission that
Nkua Tulendo Rael entrusted us with…Such awareness remains inside me today ever since the beginning of the annual seminar
that we lived in Loango, Congo! I meditate; I organize myself so I can further partake in the action for my own happiness, but
also in a synergy to allow us all to see the ELOHIM come back… What I am doing to reach the level of happiness of which I am
entitled to? What I am giving to the Raelian Movement as far as time, energy, so it may reach its goals on time? What priority
do I give to the Raelian Movement? What actions am I undertaking to bequeath a human heritage worthy of the exceptional
being I have become in discovering I was Raelian? We were 13; Bishop – Guides, Guide – Priests and Guide trainee, working
each afternoon on these questions! Whaow ! Ya Boni, what emotions, what power! What love shared! Ya Boni, National Guide
of the Ivory Coast, had traveled a long way to arrive in Congo for the seminar (2 days to travel the 10th of the way and 2 hours
and a half for the rest!). He was now far away from his country ridden with political violence to bring light to his brothers and
sisters from Congo in spite of everything like the dramatic situation in Japan following the earthquake and Tsunami, a country
that is hosting our Beloved Prophet. The seminar saw the participation of Pamela TEKASALA who had come from Kinshasa;
the arrival of
Henrique MANGOVO (and his companion) from Cabinda and the gracious Ndjala LEMPA from Gabon, but also the
humble presence of Jean Marc MEYER, assistant-Guide in Nigeria who wanted to bring his support to the Congo team. At the
First Sunday of April celebration that ended the seminar, 19 new people recognized the Elohim and Rael during their Transmission of the Cellular Plan. MAHINGA Ma Ngoumba was with tears in his eyes when he became Guide trainee; we also celebrated
the union of Uriel andDeborah DEGNI. All this gave to this seminar a lovely caché with infinite depth thanks to its content.
It had to be lived. Loango 65 aH lived and was a privileged place where we shared our commitment in the Raelian Movement,
where we discovered new aspects of ourselves. It saw a great moment, in our realization that we are ONE and that we must act
according to this reality. United in this diversity: Uriel Nawezi and Ya Boni, all the level 5, applied all their talent to dip us into
this reality.
… Ya Boni was brilliant in exposing the realities of this part of the continent and particularly, Congo that in many ways
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have nothing to do with the rest of West Kama!
Thank you this love crystallized, given and received.
The participation of the Raelians, almost exclusively Congolese, was modest but there was a record number of new people:
out of 137 total seminar participants, 61 were new and almost all of them were less than 25 years old!!! The young people
brought their youth to this event, they were far ahead on all the University of Happiness courses. What liveliness! Debates every
night, and, following the courses with the guides, there was drum playing, dancing and singing
outside of the seminar schedule with the joy of living exceptional moments, laughter all the
time. The residents of the neighboring villages, contrary to past seminars, welcomed well the
harmonious presence of young, free and fulfilled Raelians strolling in the nude and kissing everywhere without sexual or nudity taboos… Osmosis?
Comprehension?... The positive influence maybe taking place and that’s a good thing!
The world is changing, the arrival of the Elohim
is near… a thousand thank you for this gift of being
Raelian…
Live the Happiness University!
Raël Oyee !
Tshiélikk’, Congo National Guide 			
								photos: 2 new Guide trainees

First college of Guides in Congo after the seminar 65 AH Central Kama – My First Guide
College.
On May 7, 65 AH all Guides of Congo gathered for a “College
Guides - Training” at “Elonda”, a tourist center located about twenty
kilometers North of MFOA (Brazzaville), beautiful setting worthy of
the sons of Elohim.
One month after the International seminar in central KAMA, the
first “College Guides” was divided into two parts, a guide training and
a discussion about the organization of the structure and the diffusion of
the messages of the Elohim. My first “College Guides” organized by the
National Guide of Congo Tshiellik M’Pwaty was led by the person in
charge of the teachings in Congo, Woukoussa Bakimissa for the training part and by the National Guide himself for the organization and
diffusion part.
After outlining the purpose of the guides training, and sharing the words of the Prophet Rael from the contact 373, Woukoussa presented the training program harmoniously. Beautiful concepts such as sharing, love, compassion, caring, responsibility, kindness and unity shaped this powerful guide training essentially focused on reminders about the qualities essential to the
harmonious work of a guide.
We thoroughly enjoyed copious helpings of African dishes during the break between the training and the discussion about
the organization of the structure of the Congolese Movement and the diffusion of the messages of the Elohim.
Following the beautiful exchange between the guides of the Congo at this wonderful college, the structure of the Raelian
Movement in Congo was reinforced by the creation of a new region in MFOA (MFOA E “), a” young cell “and a” Cell of diffusion among Women”. New activities were adopted.
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This college guides that saw the participation of all the Guides of the Congo, was enhanced by the presence of the Bishop
guide Uriel Nawezi, responsible of the teachings for KAMA.
Elohim thank you for making me aware and capable of giving me the opportunity to work for your return in the team of
the Prophet Rael you sent.
Ma Mahinga Ngoumbas - trainee Guide

Ixachitlan
Diffusion in Peru
For the second Saturday in a row, we went to spread the
Messages of our Creator in the center of the capital, Lima.
We arrived in the morning to get everything ready. People were passing by without paying close attention to our presence until one person started to cause a scandal because our banner said: “God does
not exist.”
How wonderful! The more he reacted, the more people gathered around us. This person helped us in spite of himself ...
A little later a burning smell was spreading in the area. A store near the place we were diffusing caught on fire and the local
media came to cover the event. One of them, more curious than the others, approached us and asked us what we were doing and
what our banner meant. He took some pictures. That day we gave 120 flyers to people showing interest.
In view of this success, from now on, we will visit different parts of the city every Saturday. Of course, this does not prevent
our team from doing the follow up on the Internet and we hope that with this harmony between the diffusion in the field associated with the virtual diffusion, we will make the message known to a larger scale.
With all my love,
Marco Sevilla, National Guide of Peru

Love For The Above
When I have a smile on my face,
You are blessing me...
When I have tears of happiness in my eyes,
You fill me the proof of life...
When I become cloudy in tears of sorrow,
You shine on me quietly with silent moonlight...
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You embrace me from behind...
Yes, no matter who I am
Yes, no matter how I am and where I go
You are always with me...
Your eyes, the warmth of your hands...
Your heartbeat with full of pleasure...
When I open my eyes, I send my gratitude to you
Yes, You are there
Yes, You are here
No matter when, no matter where...
Elohim, I feel your love...
Elohim, I feel your heartbeat of life...
Elohim, You are always looking at us...
Thank you so much...
We are still babies who cannot see...
Elohim, Thank you so much for your forgiveness and love...
Thank you so much for the paradise we have now on this earth...
We feel the consciousness of light and life...
and personally...
Thank you very much for giving this life for me...
Masayo
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Aux Modernes 1872 [Poem selected by Maitreya]
Excerpt from Barbaric Poems
By Leconte De Lisle

Ye live on coward wise, without dream or design,
Older, decrepiter than is th’infecund earth.
By the assassin age castrated from your birth
Of every passion deep and every thought divine.
Void is your brain, as void as is your heart, in fine,
And eke you have befouled this world of little worth
With such corrupted blood and such a breath of dearth
That death alone may germ from out its mud and brine.
God-murderers, men, the times undistant are, when, rolled
Together in some coign, upon a heap of gold,
Having the fostering earth even to the granite pilled.
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